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SOME DEFINITIONS OF SUBJUNCTIVE IMPLICATION, OF

COUNTERFACTUAL IMPLICATION, AND OF
RELATED CONCEPTS

ROLF SCHOCK

In recent years, a difficult problem has come to the attention of analytic

philosophy; this is the problem of subjunctive conditionals, i.e. the problem

of reconstructing such statements of ordinary language as 'if triangles were

squares, then triangles would have four sides' in a way which makes ex-

plicit whatever is being implicitly asserted in the statements. Since a

statement like the one just mentioned obviously excludes the assertion of

what is in some sense opposed to it, e.g. *if triangles were squares, then

triangles would not have four sides' with respect to the statement mentioned

above, the required reconstruction must take this into account and so at

least cannot easily be given in the form of statements which are not about

statements.

In this discussion, we devote ourselves to definitions. Our aim is to

define several closely related metamathematical relations of subjunctive

and counterfactual implication and to then use these relations for the defi-

nition of some very closely related concepts. The basic idea from which

all of these definitions spring is that subjunctive implication can be de-

fined with respect to axioms and inference rules which are in a sense trans-

portable. What is meant by this will be made more clear below.

I. PRELIMINARIES

On the assumption that the reader is acquainted with letters, numerals,
subscripts, superscripts, arithmetic, and the rudiments of set theory, we
begin with some preliminary conventions and definitions.

Convention. The letters κc? through *z9 range over sets.

Definition 1. If 772 is a positive integer, then x is an 77z-term sequence

just in case x is a function whose domain is the set of all positive integers

not greater than m.
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Definition 2. x is a finite sequence just in case there is a positive
integer m such that x is an 772-term sequence.

Definition 3. If r and s are finite sequences, then f~s is the finite se-

quence t satisfying the following conditions:

(1) the domain of t is the set of all positive integers not greater than
the sum m+n of the greatest number m and n in the domains of r and s re-
spectively.

(2) for any member i of the domain of t, either the difference z- the

greatest number m in the domain of r is not greater than 0 and t(ι) = r(z) or

the difference z- the greatest number 772 in the domain of r is greater than 0

and t{ι) = s{i-m).

Definition 4. If r is a finite sequence, then 5 is an inner sequence of

r just in case s is in every set k satisfying the following conditions:
(1) for any finite sequence t, if t is in the range of r, then t is in k

(2) for any t in k and any &, if u is a finite sequence and u is in the

range of t, then u is in k.

Definition 5. If 5 is a finite sequence, then x occurs in s just in case
x is in every set k satisfying the following conditions:

(1) every member of the range of s is in k

(2) every member of the range of any inner sequence of s is in k.

Definition 6.
(1) <x> is the 2-term sequence t such that t(l) - x
(2) <xy> is the 2-term sequence t such that t(l) = x and t(2) = y

(3) <xyz> is the 3-term sequence t such that t(l) = x, t(2) = y9 and

*(3) = z.
Definition 7. x is a logical constant just in case x is either ^s* or

V or V\> or <=\

Definition 8. If 772 is a positive Integer, then the 772th variable is the
letter %vf with the 772th numeral as subscript.

Definition 9. x is a variable just in case there is a positive integer 772
such that x is the 772 variable.

Definition 10. If 772 and n are positive integers, then the 772 72-place
predicate is the letter xPf with the ml numeral as subscript and the n
numeral as superscript.

Definition 11. If 772 is a positive integer, then x is an 772-place predicate
just in case there is a positive integer n such that x is the nz 772-place
predicate.

Definition 12. x is a predicate just in case there is a positive integer

772 such that x is an 772-place predicate.

Definition 13. x is a symbol just in case x is a logical constant or a
variable or a predicate.

Definition 14- x is an atomic formula just in case x satisfies one of

the following conditions:

(ί) there are variables v and w such that x = <v f=' w>
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(2) there is a positive integer 772, an 772-place predicate p> and an 772-
term sequence v such that the range of v is included in the set of variables
and x- <p>~\>.

Definition 15. x is a formula just in case x is in every set k satisfying

the following conditions:

(2) every atomic formula is in k
(2) for any y in k, < Vv* y > is in k
(3) for any y and z in &, <y 'V z> is in ^

(4) for any y in & and variable f, <*Λ'ι>y> is in k.

Definition 16. x is an inference rule just in case x satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions:

(2) x is a function

(2) there is a positive integer 772 such that the domain of x is included

in the set of all 772-term sequences whose range is included in the set of

formulas

(3) for any y in the domain of x, x(y) is a set of formulas.

Definition 17. MP is the inference rule x satisfying the following con-

ditions:

(2) the domain of x is the set of all 2-term sequences 5 such that, for
some formulas / and g, s(l) = </*-»* g> and s(2) = /

(2) for any s in the domain of #, x(s) = the set whose only member is
<s(2))(3).

Definition 18. UG is the inference rule x satisfying the following con-
ditions:

(2) the domain of x is the set of all 2-term sequences s whose range

is included in the class of formulas

(2) for any 5 in the domain of x, x(s) = the set of all / such that, for
some variable v, f = <*Ayυs(l)>.

Definition 19. If x is a variable, then

(2) for any variables v and w, x is free in <vx-yw> just in case

x = v or x = w

(2) for any positive integer m, 772-place predicate p, and wz-term se-

quence v whose range is included in the set of variables, x is free in <p*>~^v

just in case x is in the range of v
(3) for any formula /, x is free in <*Λ^//> just in case x is free in /

(4) for any formula / and g, x is free in <f*-*Jg> just in case x is

free in / or in g
(5) for any formula / and variable f, x is free in <\/\y vf> just in case

x is free in / and x 4 v.
Definition 20. If x and y are variables, then

(2) for any variables v and u>, the result of properly substituting x

for y in <υ *-y w> is the 3-term sequence s such that, for any i in the domain

of s, either <v*=? w> (i) = y and s(i) = x or <v *='ιυ> (i) j^y ands(ί) =

<v'='w>(i)
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(2) for any positive integer 772, 772-place predicate p7 and 7?z-term se-

quence v whose range is included in the set of variables, the result of

properly substituting x for y in Kp^^v is the m+1 -term sequence s such that,

for any i in the domain of s, either (<p>^v) (i) - y and s(i) = x or (<p>^v)

(i) ψ y and s{i) « (<p>^v) (i)

(3) for any formula /, the result of properly substituting x for y in
< W / > is <V^* the result of properly substituting x for y in />

(4) for any formulas / and g, the result of properly substituting x for

y in </*-»' g> is <the result of properly substituting x for y in /*->' the re-

sult of properly substituting x for y in g >

(5) for any formula / and variable f, the result of properly substituting

x for y in <*Λ*vf> is the 3-term sequence 5 satisfying one of the following

conditions:
(a) y is free in <Ά9vf> and either x 4- v and s is <*ιΛ*v the re-

sult of properly substituting x for y in /> or x = f and, for some positive
integer 772, x is the 772th variable and s is <*Λ* the m+lth variable the result
of properly substituting x for y in the result of properly substituting the
772+1 variable for v in / >

(b) y is not free in <fΛ* vf> and s is <tΛfvf>.

Definition 21. Ul = the set of all / such that, for some formula g and

variables v and w, f - «tΛ>vg> *V the result of properly substituting w

for f in g>.
Definition 22, VC — the set of all / such that, for some formulas g and

h and variable f, v is not free in g and / = « < Λ ' t ; <g*-*yh» % ' < g V
<tA'^>».

Definition 23. x is a standard sentential axiom just in case x satisfies
one of the following conditions:

(1) for some formulas / and g, x - <g **>' </'-*'g»

(2) for some formulas /, g and h, x = « / V < g V ib» V « / V g >

V</Vb»
(3) for some formulas / and g, x = <«>-y'/> V <V^'g» V <gV

/»•

Definition 24. x is a standard identity axiom just in case x satisfies

one of the following conditions:

(1) for some variable v, x - <v '=' f >

(2) for some variables v and w and formula /, v is free in / and x =

«t> *=? w> 'V </ fV the result of properly substituting zz; for f in / » or

x = «ί/'=Ίί/> %' <the result of properly substituting w for v in /'->'/».

Definition 25. If r is an inference rule and 2 is a set of formulas, then

1 is closed under r just in case, for any s in the domain of r, the range of

s is included in 1 only if r(s) is included in 1.

Definition 26. If k is a set of inference rules and 2 is a set of formulas,

then 1 is closed under k just in case, for any r in k, 1 is closed under r.

Definition 27. x is a deductive pair just in case x is a 2-term sequence

satisfying the following conditions:
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(2) x (2) is a set of formulas

(2) x (2) is a set of inference rules.

Definition 28. The standard pair is the deductive pair p satisfying the
following conditions:

(2) for any /, / is in p(l) just in case / is a standard sentential axiom

or in UI or in VC or a standard identity axiom

(2) for any r, r is in p (2) just in case r is MP or r is [/G.

Definition 29. If & is a set of formulas, p is a deductive pair, and / is

a formula, then k implies f by p just in case / is in every class 2 satisfying

the following conditions:

(1) k is included in 2

(2) p(l) is included in 2

(3) 2 is closed under £ (2).

Definition 30. The standard set of provable formulas is the set of all

formulas / such that the empty set implies / by the standard pair.

II. SUBJUNCTIVE IMPLICATION

On the basis of the preceding definitions, we define a relation of sub-

junctive implication.

Definition 31. If k and 2 are sets of formulas, p is a deductive pair,

and f is a formula, then k subjunctively implies / by p on the basis of 1

just in case the union of k and 2 implies / by p.

What is asserted in this definition can best be seen by means of ex-

amples. Suppose that, instead of *Pί*, 'Pi*> a n d t j P i \ o u r first three 2-

place predicates were 'is a triangle*, ' is a square*, and 'is four-sided' in

that order. Let x = <'Λ' %

v{ « * i s a triangle* fv2'> V < t i s a square*
%vj*>» and y = <*Λ* ' t ^ ' « ' i s a square' ^ / > '->* <*is four-sided* ' f 2 * > »

and / = < Ά * Vj* « ' i s a triangle' V 2

f > V <'is four-sided' V J * > » . Also,

let £ be the deductive pair such that p(l) = the standard set of provable

formulas and p(2) = the set whose only member is MP. Finally, let k be

the set whose only member i s y and let 1 be the set whose only member is

x. We can then easily show both that k subjunctively implies / by p on the

basis of 1 and that k does not subjunctively imply < V v ' * / > by p on the

basis of 1. In other words, given what amounts to the usual rules of iden-

tity logic, we can show that the statement that all squares are four-sided

and the statement that that all triangles are squares together imply the

statement that all triangles are four-sided and not its negation.

Suppose, on the other hand, that we let x « <<^/*<'f ί* '=* ' ι ^ ' » and

/ β « V 2 * '=* 'vj.9> V < W <fv2* '=' *v1

f>». Also, suppose we let k =

the empty set. Then, if 1 is the set whose only member is x, and if we want

to show that k subjunctively implies / by p on the basis of 1 and also that

k does not subjunctively imply <V^ /> by p on the basis of 2, we cannot
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take p to be the same as it was in our first example; we must, so to speak,

replace the deductive pair of our first example with one that leads to the

desired results. For the sake of simplicity, suppose that p differs from the

deductive pair of our first example only in that the only members of p(l) are

a relevant instance of the theorem that anything different from a given thing

is different from anything identical with that thing and UI; that is, let y -

<<A> V / « ! * / ' < V / V t v 1 ' » V <<Λ' V 3 ' « V 3 ' <=' <vf> V < V

<tv2* '=* * f 3 ' » » » , let p(l) be the set whose only members are y and

the members of UI, and let p (2) be the set whose only member is MP. We

can then easily show that k subjunctively implies / and not <Vs/'/> by p

on the basis of 1.

III. SEMANTIC CONSIDERATIONS

The reader may have noted that the definition of subjunctive implica-

tion given above does not in any way restrict our choice of which formulas

to put into k, 1, and p(l) and of which inference rules to put into p(2);

therefore, what we decide on depends only on what we are trying to say.

However, we could always arbitrarily pick out a set 772 of formulas that we

wish to accept and a set n of formulas which we do not wish to accept and

then define a narrower conception of subjunctive implication for which we

require that k is a subset of 772 and that 2 is a subset of n. Similar restric-

tions can be made with respect to p(l) and p(2). Yet, this is probably too

arbitrary for many philosophers.

One way to narrow down the field from which we can select k, 1, p(l),

and p (2) is to restrict our choice of these semantically, e.g., by restricting

k to true formulas, 1 to untrue formulas, and so on. In order to do this pre-

cisely, we introduce some more preliminary definitions; this time, we also

assume that the reader is acquainted with physical objects.

Definition 32. x i s a domain just in case x is not empty.

Definition 33* If d is a domain, then x is an interpreter for d just in

case x is a function satisfying the following conditions:

(1) the domain of x is the union of the set of predicates and the set

whose only member is '='

(2) for any positive integer m and ra-place predicate p, x(p) is in-

cluded in the set of all 772-term sequences 5 whose range is included in d

(3) *( '=') is the set of all 2-terms sequences 5 such that, for some

member y of d, y is the only member of the range of 5.

Definition 34* x is an interpreter just in case there is a domain d such

that x is an interpreter for d.

Definition 35. If d is a domain, then x is an assigner for d just in case

x is a function whose domain is the set of variables and whose range is in-

cluded in d.

Definition 36. If d is a domain, a is an assigner for d, m is in d, and
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v is a variable, then <z(^) is the assigner x such that, for any y in the do-

main of x, either y = w and x(y) - m ox. y 4 v and x(y) = <z(y).

Definition 31'. If ί/ is a domain, z is an interpreter for d and α is an

assigner for dy then

(2) for any variables v and wy <v%-J w> is satisfied in d with respect

to z and a just in case <a(υ)a(ιυ)> is a member of /(*=')

(2) for any positive integer my w-place predicate /?, and m-term se-

quence v whose range is included in the set of variables, <pS^v is satisfied

in d with respect to i and a just in case the ẑ-term sequence s such that,

for any x in the domain of s, s(x) - a(v(x)) is a member of z(p)

(3) for any formula /, < V/3'/> is satisfied in */ with respect to z and

a just in case / is not satisfied in d with respect to i and a

(4) for any formulas / and g, < / V g> is satisfied in <i with respect to

z and a just in case / is satisfied in d with respect to i and # only if g is

satisfied in d with respect to i and rt

(5) for any formula / and variable f, <Ά'vf> is satisfied in d with

respect to z and a just in case, for any member m of d, f is satisfied in d

with respect to i and tf(^).

Definition 38. If / is a formula, <a? a domain, and i an interpreter for d,

then / is true in d with respect to i just in case, for any assigner a for */,

/ i s satisfied in iz7 with respect to i and #.

Definition 39. If / is a formula and k is a set of interpreters, then / is

analytic with respect to k just in case, for any i in k and any domain d such

that z is an interpreter for d, f is true in d with respect to z.

Definition 40, If r is an inference rule, d is a domain, and z is an in-

terpreter for d9 then r preserves truth in d with respect to i just in case,

for any member s of the domain of r, every member of the range of s is true

in d with respect to i only if every member of r(s) is true in d with respect

to z.

Definition 41. If r is an inference rule and U s a set of interpreters,

then r preserves truth with respect to k just in case, for any i in k and any

domain d such that i is an interpreter for d, r preserves truth in d with re-

spect to i.

Definition 42. The world is the set of all physical objects.

Definition 43. li f is a formula and i is an interpreter, then, for any x,

f is empirically significant with respect to i and x just in case, for any

symbol 5 in the domain of z which occurs in /, the range of every t in i(s) is

included in the union of the world and x.
We could also define various two-place relation of empirical signifi-

cance in addition to the one defined above; for instance, we would call a
formula / empirically significant in the first sense with respect to an inter-
preter i just in case / is empirically significant with respect to i and the
set of real numbers. Also, we could define relations of significance anal-
ogous to all of these with respect to other domains than the world. However,
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since such definitions are not necessary for our purposes and since we want
to leave open the question of which entities other than physical objects and
their properties can be discussed in empirically significant statements, we
restrict ourselves to definition 43.

Definition 44. If / is a formula, i is an interpreter, and / is empirically
significant with respect to i and x, then / is empirically true with respect
to i and x just in case, for any interpreter / for the union of the world and
x, if, for any symbol s in the domain of i which occurs in /, j(s) - z(s), then
/ is true in the union of the world and x with respect to /.

Definition 45. If r is an inference rule and i is an interpreter, then,
for any x9 r preserves empirical truth with respect to i and x just in case,
for any s in the domain of r, if every member of the range of s is empirically
significant and true with respect to i and x, then every member of r(s) is
empirically significant and true with respect to i and x.

On the basis of the preceding definitions, we define several semantic
relations of subjunctive implication.

Definition 46. If k and 1 are sets of formulas, / is a formula, p is a
deductive pair, d is a domain, and i is an interpreter for d9 then k subjunc-
tively implies / by p on the basis of 1 in d with respect to i in the first
sense just in case the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) the union of k and 1 implies f by p
(2) every member of k is true in d with respect to i
(3) no member of 1 is true in d with respect to i.

Definition 47. If k and 1 are sets of formulas, / is a formula, p is a
deductive pair, d is a domain, and i is an interpreter for d, then k subjunc-
tively implies / by p on the basis of I in d with respect to i in the second
sense just in case the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) the union of k and 1 implies f by p
(2) every member of k is true in d with respect to i
(3) no member of 1 is true in d with respect to i

(4) every member of p (I) is true in d with respect to i
(5) every member of p (2) preserves truth in d with respect to i.

Definition 48. If k and 1 are sets of formulas, / is a formula, p is a
deductive pair, m is a set of interpreters, d is a domain, i is a member of
7?2, and i is an interpreter for d9 then k subjunctively implies f by p and 772
on the basis of 1 in d with respect to i just in case the following condi-
tions are satisfied:

(1) the union of k and 1 implies f by p
(2) every member of k is true in d with respect to i
(3) no member of 1 is true in d with respect to i
(4) every member of p (1) is analytic with respect to 772
(5) every member of p (2) preserves truth with respect to 772.

These three definitions of subjunctive implication seem to be more
adequate than definition 31 is in the sense of making explicit more of what
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is implicitly present in the subjunctive conditionals of ordinary language
than definition 31 does.

IV. COUNTERFACTUAL IMPLICATION

On the basis of the definitions given above, we define several semantic
relations of counterfactual implication.

Definition 49. If i is an interpreter, k and 2 are sets of formulas em-
pirically significant with respect to i and x, / is a formula empirically sig-
nificant with respect to i and xy and p is a deductive pair, then k counter-
factually implies / by p on the basis of 2 with respect to i and x in the first
sense just in case the following conditions are satisfied:

(2) the union of k and 2 implies f by p
(2) every member of k is empirically true with respect to i and x
(3) no member of 2 is empirically true with respect to i and x.

Definition 50. If i is an interpreter, k and 2 are sets of formulas em-
pirically significant with respect to i and x, and p is a deductive pair, then
k counterf actually implies f by p on the basis of 2 with respect to i and x in
the second sense just in case the following conditions are satisfied:

(2) the union of k and 2 implies f by p
(2) every member of k is empirically true with respect to i and x
(3) no member of 2 is empirically true with respect to i and x
(4) every member of p (2) is empirically significant and true with

respect to i and x
(5) every member of p(2) preserves empirical truth with respect to i

and x.
Definition 51. If m is a set of interpreters, i is a member of m, k and

2 are sets of formulas empirically significant with respect to i and x, and
p is a deductive pair, then k counterfactually implies f by p and m on the
basis of 2 with respect to i and x just in case the following conditions are
satisfied:

(2) the union of k and 2 implies f by p
(2) every member of k is empirically true with respect to i and x
(3) no member of 2 is empirically true with respect to i and x
(4) every member of p (2) is analytic with respect to m
(5) every member of p (2) preserves truth with respect to m.

V. THEOREMS

Although this discussion is devoted to the statement of definitions
rather than to the proof of theorems, we shall at this point state a few ele-
mentary theorems which describe explicitly some of the relations between
the various kinds of subjunctive and counter factual implication.
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Theorem 1. On the assumptions of definition 46, k subjunctively im-
plies / by p on the basis of 1 in d with respect to i in the first sense just
in case the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) k subjunctively implies / by p on the basis of 1
(2) every member of k is true in d with respect to i
(3) no member of 1 is true in d with respect to i.

This theorem follows immediately from definitions 31 and 46.
Theorem 2. On the assumptions of definition 46, k subjunctively im-

plies / by p on the basis of 1 in d with respect to i in the second sense
just in case the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) k subjunctively implies / by p on the basis of 1 in d with respect
to i in the first sense

(2) every member of p (1) is true in d with respect to i
(3) every member of p (2) preserves truth in d with respect to i.

This theorem follows immediately from definitions 46 and 47.
Theorem 3. On the assumptions of definition 48, k subjunctively im-

plies f by p and m on the basis of 1 in d with respect to i just in case the
following conditions are satisfied:

(1) k subjunctively implies / by p on the basis of 1 in d with respect
to i in either the first or the second sense.

(2) every member of p (1) is analytic with respect to m
(3) every member of p(2) preserves truth with respect to m.

This theorem follows immediately from definition 46, definition 48, and
theorem 2.

Theorem 4. On the assumptions of definition 49, k counterfactually im-
plies / by p on the basis of 1 with respect to i and x in the first sense just
in case the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) k subjunctively implies / by p on the basis of 1
(2) every member of k is empirically true, with respect to i and x
(3) no member of 1 is empirically true with respect to i and x.

This theorem follows immediately from definition 31 and 49.
Theorem 5. On the assumptions of definition 49, k counterfactually

implies / by p on the basis of 1 with respect to i and x in the second sense
just in case the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) k counterfactually implies / by p on the basis of 1 with respect to
i and x in the first sense

(2) every member of p (1) is empirically significant and true with re-
spect to i and x

(3) every member of p (2) preserves empirical truth with respect to i
and x.

This theorem follows immediately from definitions 49 and 50.
Theorem 6. On the assumptions of definition 51, k counterfactually im-

plies f by p and 772 on the basis of 1 with respect to i and x just in case the
following conditions are satisfied:
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(2) k counterfactually implies / by p on the basis of 1 with respect to
i and x in either the first or the second sense

(2) every member of p(l) is analytic with respect to m

(3) every member of p(2) preserves truth with respect to m.
This theorem follows immediately from definition 49, definition 51, and

theorem 5.

VI. SUBJUNCTIVE AND COUNTERFACTUAL CONDITIONALS

Now that we have defined various relations of subjunctive and counter-

factual implication, we can give truth criteria for subjunctive conditionals

and counterfactual conditionals in terms of any of the relations of subjunc-

tive implication and in terms of any of the relations of counterf actual impli-

cation respectively. Since the relations of subjunctive and counterf actual

implication defined in definition 48 and definition 51 respectively are the

strongest ones, we shall deal only with truth criteria given in terms of them.

Also, now that we have defined a relation of empirical significance and a

relation of empirical truth, we can give truth criteria for expressions which

begin with the phrases 'it is empirically significant that' and 'it is a fact

that' in terms of the first and the second of these relations respectively.

However, before we can give truth criteria for such expressions, we must

have a language system in which the expressions appear.

Definition 52. x is new logical constant just in case x = Ή9 or x = 'S*

o r x = f C o r x = Έ ' or x = f F \

The constant *N* is to be understood as the modal constant of neces-
sity. We place it among the new logical constants for good measure.

Definition 53* If i is an interpreter, then, for any x, y is a formula with

respect to i and x in the first sense just in case y is in every set k satis-

fying the following conditions:
(1) every atomic formula is in k

(2) for any z in k, < Vs/' z> is in k

(3) for any formula /, < 'N* /> and < Έ* /> are in k

(4) for any formula / empirically significant with respect to i and x,

<*F/> i s i n k
(5) for any z and w in k, <z*->' w> is in k
(6) for any formulas / and g, </'S'g> is in k

(7) for any formulas / and g empirically significant with respect to i
and ΛΓ, <f'C g> is in k

(8) for any z in k and variable f, < *Λ' υz> is in k.

Definition 54* If i is an interpreter and / is a formula with respect to i

and x in the first sense, then / is a subjunctive conditional just in case

/(2) = ' S \
Definition 55* If i is an interpreter and / is a formula with respect to
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i and x in the first sense, then / is a counterfactual conditional just in case

/ ( 2 ) = ' C \

Now that we have language systems in which the new symbols *N%

*S\ *C\ Έ ' , and T ' appear, we define a relation of satisfaction and then

a relation of truth for them which insures that 'N\ *S\ ' C , Έ \ and * P

mean what we intend them to mean.

Definition 56. If p is a deductive pair, 772 is a set of interpreters, d is

a domain, z is a member of 772, i is an interpreter for d, and <z is an assigner

for d, then, for any x,

(1) for any atomic formula /, / is satisfied in d with respect to z, <z,

and x by p and 772 just in case / is satisfied in d with respect to i and a.

(2) for any formula with respect to i and x in the first sense /, < W />

is satisfied in d with respect to z, <z, and x by p and 772 just in case / is not

satisfied in d with respect to z, a, and x by p and 772

(3) for any formula /, < 'N* /> is satisfied in d with respect to z, a,

and x by £ and 772 just in case / is analytic with respect to 772

(4) for any formula /, <*JE9 f> is satisfied in d with respect to z, a,

and x by p and 772 just in case / is empirically significant with respect to i

and x

(5) for any formula /, if f is empirically significant with respect to i

and x, then <*P/> is satisfied in d with respect to z, <z, and x by p and 772

just in case / is empirically true with respect to i and x

(6) for any formulas with respect to i and x in the first sense / and g,

</'->' g> is satisfied in o? with respect to z, #, and x by p and 772 just in case

/ is satisfied in d with respect to z, <z, and Λ: by p and 772 only if g is satis-

fied in d with respect to z, α, and Λ: by p and 772

(7) for any formulas / and g, </'S'g> is satisfied in d with respect

to z, <z, and Λ: by p and 772 just in case the empty set subjunctively implies

g by p and 772 on the basis of the set whose only member is / in d with re-

spect to i

(8) for any formulas / and g, if / and g are empirically significant with

respect to i and ΛΓ, then </ tC>g> is satisfied in d with respect to z, #, and

x by p and 772 just in case the empty set counterf actually implies g by p and

772 on the basis of the set whose only member is / with respect to i and x

(9) for any variable v and formula with respect to i and x in the first

sense /, <*Λ*vf> is satisfied in d with respect to z, a, and x by p and 772

just in case, for any y in a, f is satisfied in d with respect to z, β(^), and

x by p and 772.

Definition 57. If £ is a deductive pair, 772 is a set of interpreters, d is

a domain, z is a member of 772, i is an interpreter for d, and / is a formula

with respect to z and x in the first sense, then / is true in d with respect to

i and x by p and 772 just in case, for any assigner a for d, f is satisfied in d

with respect to z, a, and x by £ and 772.

The truth relation just defined is rather odd since it is relativized not
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only to a domain and an interpreter, but also to a deductive pair, a set of

interpreters, and a set x. Thus, truth in this sense depends on which

axioms and inference rules we choose for our deductive pair, which set x

with respect to which we wish to consider formulas empirically significant,

and which set of interpreters with respect to which we wish to consider

formulas analytic as well as on which domain and interpreter we have in

mind.

Notice that, for any formulas / and g which are not empirically signifi-

cant with respect to an interpreter i and a set x9 such sequences as < f P / >

and <f*C g> are not formulas with respect to i and x in the first sense.

These omissions were made so that we do not have to say that such se-

quences are not true in the sense of definition 57 and yet, for any formula

/ with respect to ί and x in the first sense, can also find out what we mean

when we say either that / is true or that / is not true in the sense of defini-

tion 57 by means of that definition. Notice also that, for any interpreter z,

any x, and any / and g which are formulas with respect to i and x in the

first sense, but not formulas, the sequences <*N>/>> <Έ*/>> < t'=>/>>

</'S'g>, and < / Ό g > are not formulas with respect to i and x in the first

sense. These omissions made our relatively simple definition of satisfac-

tion for formulas with respect to i and x in the first sense possible. Never-

theless, a definition of satisfaction analogous to the one of definition 56

which is also applicable to most sequences of the just-mentioned kind can

be defined. Before we state this definition, we define a relation of being a

formula more inclusive than the one defined in definition 53.

Definition 58. If i is an interpreter, then, for any ΛΓ, y is a formula with

respect to i and x in the second sense just in case y is in every set k satis-

fying the following conditions:

(1) every atomic formula is in k

(2) for any z in ky <!Λ^' Z> , <<N' z>, and <Έ* z> ate in k

(3) for any z in ky if, for any symbol s in the domain of i which occurs
in z, the range of every t in i(s) is included in the union of the world and k9

then <Ύ* z> is in k

(4) for any z and w in k, < z 'V w> is in k

(5) for any z and w in k9 <z 'S* w> is in k
(6) for any z and w in k, if, for any symbol s in the domain of i which

occurs in z or w, the range of every t in i (s) is included in the union of the

world and x, then <2r*C w> is in k

(7) for any z in k and variable v, < * Λ ' V Z> is in k.

For formulas in the sense of definition 58, we should now define infer-

ence rule, closure of a set of formulas under an inference rule, closure of a

set of formulas under a set of inference rules, deductive pair, implication of

a formula from a set of formulas by a deductive pair, empirical significance

of a formula, being a subjunctive conditional, and being a counterfactual
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conditional. However, since the required definitions would be completely

analogous to correlates for them which have already been stated, we simply

imagine that we have replaced these correlates with them. On this basis,

we can, for any x and interpreter z, define both a relation of satisfaction

and a relation of truth for formulas with respect to i and x in the second

sense.

Definition 59. If p is a deductive pair, m is a set of interpreters, i is

a member of 772, i is an interpreter for d, and a is an assigner for d, then,

for any x,

(1) for any atomic formula /, / is satisfied in d with respect to z, a,

and x by p and m just in case / is satisfied in d with respect to i and a

(2) for any formula with respect to i and x in the second sense /,

< W / > is satisfied in d with respect to z, <z, and x by p and 772 just in case

/ is not satisfied in d with respect to z, a, and x by p and 772

(3) for any formula with respect to i and x in the second sense /,

< *N' f> is satisfied in d with respect to z, #, and x by £ and 772 just in case,

for any 7 in 772, any domain e such that / is an interpreter for e, and any as-

signer b for e, / is satisfied in e with respect to /, b, and x by p and 772

(4) for any formula with respect to i and x in the second sense /,

< Έ ' / > is satisfied in d with respect to z, #, and x by p and 772 just in case

/ is empirically significant with respect to i and x

(5) for any formula with respect to i and x in the second sense /, if /

is empirically significant with respect to i and x, then <'F* /> is satisfied

in d with respect to z, tf, and x by p and 772 just in case, for any interpreter /

for the union of the world and x, if, for any symbol s in the domain of i

which occurs in /, j{s) = z(s), then, for any assigner b for the union of the

world and x, / is satisfied in the union of the world and x with respect to

/, b, and x by p and 772

(6) for any formulas with respect to i and x in the second sense / and

g, < / V g> is satisfied in d with respect to z, a, and x by £ and 772 just in

case / is satisfied in d with respect to z, ay and Λ: by p and 772 only if g is

satisfied in d with respect to z, a9 and Λ: by £ and 772

(7) for any formulas with respect to i and x in the second sense /

and g, </'S'g> is satisfied in d with respect to z, <z, and x by p and 772 just

in case the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) the set whose only member is / implies g by p

(b) for some assigner b for d, f is not satisfied in d with respect

to z, b, and x by p and 772

(c) for any h in p(2), any / in 772, any domain e such that / is an

interpreter for e, and any assigner b for e, & is satisfied in e with respect

to /, by and x by p and 772

(d) for any r in f (2), any / in 772, any domain e such that / is an

interpreter for e, and any s in the domain of r, if, for any t in the range of
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s and any assigner b for e, t is satisfied in e with respect to 7, b, and x
by p and 772, then, for any u in r(s) and any assigner b for e, w is satisfied
in e with respect to 7, 6, and A; by p and 772

(8) for any formulas with respect to i and x in the second sense / and

g, if / and g are empirically significant with respect to i and xy then </<C> g>

is satisfied in d with respect to z, <z, and x by £ and 772 just in case the fol-

lowing conditions are satisfied:

(a) the set whose only member is / implies g by p

(b) there is an interpreter / for the union of the world and x such

that, for any symbol s in the domain of i which occurs in /, j(s) - z(s), but,

for some assigner b for the union of the world and x, f is not satisfied in

the union of the world and x with respect to 7, b, and x by p and 772

(c) for any h in p(2), any / in 772, any domain e such that 7 is an

interpreter for e, and any assigner b for e, h is satisfied in e with respect

to 7, b, and x by p and 772

(d) for any r in p (2), any 7 in 772, any domain e such that 7 is an

interpreter for e, and any s in the domain of r, if, for any t in the range of s

and any assigner b for e, t is satisfied in e with respect to 7, b, and x by

p and 772, then, for any u in r(s) and any assigner b for e, u is satisfied in

e with respect to 7, 6, and x by p and 772

(9) for any variable v and formula with respect to i and x in the sec-

ond sense /, <<Λ*f/> is satisfied in d with respect to z, α, and # by p and

772 just in case, for any y in d> f is satisfied in d with respect to z, ̂ (^),

and x by p and 772.

Definition 60. If p is a deductive pair, 772 is a set of interpreters, d is

a domain, z is a member of 772, i is an interpreter for d, and / is a formula

with respect to i and x in the second sense, then / is true in d with respect

to z and x by p and 772 just in case, for any assigner a for d, f is satisfied

in d with respect to z, α, and x by p and 772.

NOTES

1. For some of the difficulties involved in reconstructing subjunctive or

counterfactual conditionals as statements which are not about state-

ments, see, for instance, R. Chisolm's paper, nThe Contrary-to-Fact

Conditional" {Mind, Vol. 55, 1946), and N. Goodman's paper, "The

Problem of Counterf actual Conditionals" {Journal of Philosophy, Vol.

44, 1947).

2. The author wishes to express his appreciation to Richard Montague for

some valuable criticisms and suggestions.

3. These definitions and those which follow are fairly standard ones when

they are not partially or entirely due to the author. Experts in logic and
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set theory may skip many of the initial ones and then a few of the others
here and there.

4. This definition of empirical significance is less strict than most other
ones in not requiring some kind of observability for empirical signifi-
cance. Note, however, that any formula each of whose symbols in the
domain of an interpreter i is interpreted by i to be some set of all se-
quences of members of the union of the world and x among which a par-
ticular attribute is observable will be empirically significant with respect
to i and x.

5. The only reason that this truth relation has not also been relativized to
a set of formulas true in the sense of definition 38 is that we can al-
ways place such formulas among the axioms of the deductive pair we
have in mind by selecting an appropriate set of interpreters.

Los Angeles, California




